Although it is well established that hyperexcitability and͞or increased baseline sensitivity of primary sensory neurons can lead to abnormal burst activity associated with pain, the underlying molecular mechanisms are not fully understood. Early studies demonstrated that, after injury to their axons, neurons can display changes in excitability, suggesting increased sodium channel expression, and, in fact, abnormal sodium channel accumulation has been observed at the tips of injured axons. We have used an ensemble of molecular, electrophysiological, and pharmacological techniques to ask: what types of sodium channels underlie hyperexcitability of primary sensory neurons after injury? Our studies demonstrate that multiple sodium channels, with distinct electrophysiological properties, are encoded by distinct mRNAs within small dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons, which include nociceptive cells. Moreover, several DRG neuron-specific sodium channels now have been cloned and sequenced. After injury to the axons of DRG neurons, there is a dramatic change in sodium channel expression in these cells, with down-regulation of some sodium channel genes and up-regulation of another, previously silent sodium channel gene. This plasticity in sodium channel gene expression is accompanied by electrophysiological changes that poise these cells to fire spontaneously or at inappropriate high frequencies. Changes in sodium channel gene expression also are observed in experimental models of inf lammatory pain. Thus, sodium channel expression in DRG neurons is dynamic, changing significantly after injury. Sodium channels within primary sensory neurons may play an important role in the pathophysiology of pain.
Pain pathways begin with primary sensory neurons [dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons; trigeminal neurons]. It is now clear that, in some pain syndromes, hyperexcitability and͞or increased baseline sensitivity of these cells leads to abnormal bursting that can produce chronic pain (1) (2) (3) . The pivotal position of primary sensory neurons as distal sites of impulse generation along the nociceptive pathway, and the experimental and clinical accessibility of these neurons, has resulted in intense interest in mechanisms underlying action potential generation and transmission in them in disease states characterized by pain. Voltage-gated sodium channels, which produce the inward membrane current necessary for regenerative action potential production within the mammalian nervous system, are, of course, expressed in primary sensory neurons and have emerged as important targets in the study of the molecular pathophysiology of pain and in the search for new pain therapies. In this paper we focus on the potential role of sodium channels in the molecular pathophysiology of pain. We will emphasize, in particular, three motifs: first, that DRG neurons express a complex repertoire of multiple distinct sodium channels, encoded by different genes; second, that some of these sodium channels are sensory neuron specific; and third, that sodium channel expression in DRG neurons is highly dynamic, changing substantially not only during development, but also in various disease states, including some that are accompanied by pain.
Hyperexcitability in DRG Cells After Injury
Early studies (4, 5) demonstrated that, after injury to their axons, motor neurons display changes in excitability, suggesting increased sodium channel expression over the cell body and the dendrites, and similar changes were subsequently observed in sensory neurons (6, 7) . Abnormal sodium channel accumulation at the tips of injured axons also has been observed (8-10), and both electrophysiological and computer simulation studies have suggested that abnormal increases in sodium conductance can lead to inappropriate, repetitive firing (11) (12) (13) . Indeed, there is substantial evidence indicating that the abnormal excitability of DRG neurons, after axonal injury, is associated with an increased density of sodium channels (13, 14) . These observations, together with experimental and clinical observations on partial efficacy of sodium channelblocking agents in neuropathic pain (15) (16) (17) (18) , established a link between sodium channel activity and sensory neuron hyperexcitability producing pain. However, these studies did not examine the crucial question: what type(s) of sodium channels produce inappropriate sensory neuron discharge associated with pain?
Multiple Sodium Channels in Primary Sensory Neurons
Over the past decade, it has become clear that nearly a dozen, molecularly distinct voltage-gated sodium channels are encoded within mammals by different genes. DRG neurons, which had been known to display multiple, distinct sodium currents (19) (20) (21) (22) , express at least six sodium channel transcripts (23) , as illustrated by the in situ hybridizations and reverse transcription-PCR shown in Figs. 1 and 2. These include high levels of expression of the ␣-I and Na6 channels, also expressed at high levels by other neuronal cell types within the central nervous system, which are known to support tetrodotoxin (TTX)-sensitive sodium currents. In addition, DRG neurons are unique in expressing four additional sodium channel transcripts that are not expressed at significant levels in other neuronal cell types: (i) PN1͞hNE, which is expressed preferentially in DRG neurons (24) izations and a persistent current elicited by slow depolarizations close to resting membrane potential (25) ; (ii) SNS͞PN3, expressed preferentially in small DRG and trigeminal neurons, encodes a TTX-resistent sodium current (26, 27) ; (iii) NaN, expressed preferentially in small and trigeminal neurons, exhibits an amino acid sequence that, although only 47% similar to SNS-PN3, predicts that it encodes a TTX-resistant sodium channel (28) ; and (iv) NaG, another putative sodium channel that was originally cloned from astrocytes and at first thought to be glial specific (29) , is also preferentially expressed at high levels within DRG neurons (23) and at low levels within other neurons of neural crest origin but not within other neuronal types (30) . Preferential expression of SNS͞PN3 and NaN within small DRG neurons provides a molecular correlate for the observation (19-22, 32, 33 ) that these cells express several distinct sodium currents, including TTX-resistant sodium currents. A role for TTX-resistant sodium channels in action potential conduction along small diameter afferent fibers has been postulated (34) , and TTX-resistant sodium potentials have, in fact, been recorded from unmyelinated C-fibers (35) .
Preferential expression of SNS͞PN3 and NaN in small DRG neurons, which include nociceptive cells, and the demonstration of a role of TTX-resistant sodium currents in conduction along their axons, have suggested that these channels may represent unique targets for the pharmacologic treatment of pain. PN1 and NaG also may represent useful molecular targets for the pharmacologic manipulation of DRG neurons because of their preferential expression in these cells.
Sodium Channel Gene Expression Is Altered After Injury to DRG Neurons
The first observations indicating that, in addition to production of excess channels, there is a switch in the type of channels produced after axonal injury were provided by Waxman et al. (36) , who found a significant up-regulation of expression of the previously silent ␣-III sodium channel gene in DRG neurons FIG. 1. Sodium channel ␣-subunit mRNAs visualized in sections from adult rat DRG by in situ hybridization with subtype-specific antisense riboprobes. mRNAs for ␣-I, Na6, hNE͞PN1, SNS, NaN, and NaG are present at moderate to high levels in DRG neurons. Hybridization signal is not present with sense riboprobes, e.g., for NaG (1999) after axotomy. This finding was followed by demonstration of down-regulation of the SNS͞PN3 gene expression, which can persist as long as 210 days after axotomy (37) , and of downregulation of the NaN gene (28) . These changes are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Physiologic Changes Accompany Altered Sodium Gene Expression After DRG Neuron Injury
On the basis of the down-regulation of SNS͞PN3 and NaN genes in DRG neurons after axonal transection, it would be expected that TTX-resistant sodium currents should be reduced in these cells after axotomy. Patch-clamp studies have demonstrated that, indeed, there is a loss of TTX-resistant sodium currents in DRG neurons after axonal transection (38) ; this down-regulation persists in small DRG neurons for at least 60 days (39) , consistent with the long-lasting changes in gene expression that have been described (37) in these cells (Fig. 4) . In addition, as shown in Fig. 5 , there is a switch in the properties of the TTX-sensitive sodium currents in these cells after axotomy, with the emergence of a rapidly repriming current (i.e., a current that recovers rapidly from inactivation) (39). Cummins and Waxman (39) have suggested that the type III sodium channel is responsible for the rapidly repriming sodium current, but this conjecture remains to be proven. These changes may poise DRG neurons to fire spontaneously, or at inappropriately high frequencies, after injury. Increased sodium channel densities, in themselves, will tend to lower threshold (12) . In addition, Rizzo et al. (40) have pointed out that the overlap between steady-state activation and inactivation curves, together with weak voltage dependence of TTX-resistant sodium channels may confer instability on the neuronal membrane. Coexpression of abnormal combinations of several types of channels, whose window currents can bracket each other, would be expected to permit subthreshold ocillations in voltage, supported by TTX-resistant channels, to cross-activate other sodium channels, thereby producing spontaneous activity (40) . Cummins and Waxman (39) noted that, because the TTX-sensitive sodium current in DRG neurons after axotomy reprimes relatively rapidly, injured neurons would be expected to sustain higher firing frequencies. Moreover, if persistent currents participate in setting the resting potential, as demonstrated in optic nerve axons (41), loss of TTX-resistant currents in DRG neurons after axotomy could produce a hyperpolarizing shift in resting potential, which, by relieving resting inactivation, might increase the amount of TTX-sensitive sodium current available for electrogenesis.
Neurotrophins Modulate Sodium Channel Expression in DRG Neurons
A number of studies have suggested that, in response to nerve or tissue injury, there are changes in synthesis or delivery of various neurotrophins to neurons. Early studies in culture demonstrated that nerve growth factor (NGF) can affect sodium channel expression in DRG neurons (42, 43) . Black et al. (44) showed that NGF, delivered directly to DRG cell bodies, acts to down-regulate ␣-III mRNA and maintain high levels of SNS͞PN3 mRNA expression in small DRG neurons in an in vitro model that mimics axotomy. Following up on these observations, Dib-Hajj et al. (45) studied small DRG neurons in vivo after axotomy and demonstrated that administration of exogenous NGF to the proximal nerve stump results in an up-regulation of TTX-resistant sodium current and of SNS͞PN3 mRNA levels in small DRG neurons (Fig. 6 ). These observations suggest that at least some of the changes Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 96 (1999) observed in DRG neurons after axotomy reflect loss of access to peripheral pools of neurotrophic factors. Brain-derived growth factor has been studied and has been found not to alter sodium currents in DRG neurons, although it affects the expression of ␥-aminobutyric acid receptormediated currents in these cells (46) . Glial-derived growth factor has been found to modulate the expression of NaN in a subpopulation of small DRG neurons, which are known to express the ret receptor (53) . Multiple neurotrophins and growth factors have effects on DRG neurons, and it is likely that sodium channel expression in these cells reflects combinatorial effects of multiple factors.
Sodium Channel Expression in Inf lammatory Pain Models
Several studies have demonstrated that inflammatory molecules such as prostaglandins and serotonin can modulate TTX-resistant sodium currents in DRG neurons (47) , possibly acting through a cyclic AMP-protein kinase A cascade (48) . However, the question, of whether sodium channel gene expression is affected in inflammatory models of pain had not been addressed. To understand the role of sodium channels in inflammatory pain, we have carried out studies in the carageenan inflammatory pain model in the rat (49) . In these studies, carried out before our cloning of NaN, we focused on SNS͞PN3 because its expression was known to be labile. Based on our previous observation in which we detected peak changes in SNS͞PN3 mRNA 5 days after axotomy (37), we studied rats in the subacute phase, 4 days after injection of carageenan into the hind paw. As shown in Fig. 7 , these experiments demonstrated significantly increased SNS͞PN3 mRNA expression in DRG neurons projecting to the inflamed limb, compared with DRG neurons from the contralateral side or naive (uninjected) controls. Moreover, our patch-clamp recordings demonstrated that the amplitude of the TTXresistant sodium current in small DRG neurons projecting to the inflamed limb was significantly larger than on the contralateral side 4 days postinjection (31.7 Ϯ 3.3 vs. 20.0 Ϯ 2.1 nA). The TTX-resistant current density was also significantly increased in the carageenan-challenged DRG neurons. Consistent with these results, a persistent increase in sodium channel immunoreactivity is observed in DRG neurons within 24 hr of injection of complete Freund's adjuvant into their projection field and persists for at least 2 months (50). The mechanism responsible for this inf lammation-associated change in sodium channel expression is not known. Interestingly, NGF normally is produced in peripheral target tissues by supporting cells that include fibroblasts, Schwann cells, and keratinocytes; NGF production is stimulated in immune cells, and increased NGF levels have been observed in the local area after treatment with inflammatory agents such as carageenan and Freund's adjuvant (51, 52) , raising the possibility that inflammation may indirectly trigger changes in sodium channel gene expression via changes in neurotrophin levels.
Sodium Channels as Molecular Targets in Pain Research
Given what we have learned about sodium channels, where do we go next in the search for better treatments for pain syndromes? The answer to this question is not entirely clear at this time. We can, however, come to a number of conclusions. First, sodium channels are important participants in electro- genesis within primary sensory neurons, including DRG neurons. Second, a multiplicity of sodium channels are present within DRG neurons, where they probably subserve multiple functions (transduction, signal amplification, action potential electrogenesis, etc.) and interact in a complex manner. Third, DRG neurons express a number of sodium channel genes (SNS͞PN3, NaN, PN1, and NaG) in a preferential manner, at levels much higher than in any other neuronal cell type. This observation may present a therapeutic opportunity for the selective manipulation of primary sensory neurons in general, or nociceptive neurons in particular. Fourth, sodium channel expression in DRG neurons is highly dynamic, with multiple sodium channel genes (including ␣-III, SNS͞PN3, and NaN) exhibiting up-or down-regulation after various injuries to these cells. Importantly, different injuries may trigger opposing changes of certain sodium channel genes (e.g., downregulation of SNS͞PN3 after axotomy vs. up-regulation in the carageenan inflammation model) in DRG neurons, so that it may be difficult to extrapolate from one model system to another. Nevertheless, we have learned, at a minimum, that sodium channel expression in DRG neurons is dynamic and can change significantly after injury, and that changes in sodium channel expression can substantially alter excitability in these cells.
Delineation of the precise role(s) of each sodium channel subtype in the physiology of DRG neurons and the pathophysiology of pain remains to be established, and the utility of selective blockade of each channel subtype as an approach to the treatment of pain will require further careful study. However, the stage has been set for these investigations. It is quite likely, in our opinion, that sodium channel blockade will emerge as a viable strategy for pharmacologic treatment of pain. 
